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Paul Is Witty

Paul chooses his words carefully in his letter to Philemon, using language in ways that are provocative and witty.
• Euphemism. Paul refers to Onesimus’s problematic absence from the household (due to
flight or failure to return home on schedule) simply as a time when Onesimus and Philemon
have been “separated” for a while (v. 15).
• Paradoxical tact. Paul says that he is not going to mention the debt that Philemon owes to
him (v. 19), but of course, in stating that he is not going to mention it, he actually does mention it.
• Pun. Paul indicates that Onesimus was once “useless” but is now truly “useful” (v. 11); the
word “useless” (achrēstos) sounds like a word that means “without Christ” (achristos); the
word “useful” (euchrēstos) is a synonym for a word that serves as Onesimus’s proper name
(onēsimos).
• Wordplay. Paul refers to Onesimus as “my own heart” (v. 12) and then calls on Philemon to
“refresh my heart” (v. 20), giving the latter reference a double meaning: refresh Onesimus
(who is Paul’s heart), and refresh Paul’s heart by sending Onesimus back to him.

ruled out with certainty, and such precision is not needed to understand the
letter’s essential points and message.

Major Themes in Philemon
Powers of Persuasion
Paul employs a number of persuasive tactics in this brief letter to ensure
that Philemon will comply. For one thing, he brackets his personal message
for Philemon with salutations and greetings for the entire church, indicating
that the letter is to be read to the community (vv. 2, 25). Thus there will be
public knowledge of the request that Paul is making, and the whole congregation will know whether Philemon responds as Paul hopes. Then Paul plays on
Philemon’s reputation for generosity (vv. 4–7) and reminds Philemon that he
is indebted to Paul for his very salvation (v. 19). He even plays the “sympathy
card” by reminding Philemon three times that he is in prison (vv. 1, 9, 23) and
by indicating that the favor he asks would be a nice thing to do for an “old
man” (v. 9). In short, Paul manages in a few sentences to place Philemon in a
position in which it would be rather awkward for him to deny this request of
his “dear friend” (v. 1), especially one who is planning to come and visit him
soon (v. 22). We don’t know whether Paul resorted to what we might consider
to be manipulative tactics because he suspected that Philemon needed this
sort of pressure, or because the situation was particularly delicate, or simply
because this was how requests were made in that culture.
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